
Ｌ1

Ｌ2

Ｌ3

6

7

Become able to describe

yourself in simple terms

(name,nationality,interests,e

tc.),and ask others about

themselves.

Become able to do shopping

and order food through

simple communication with

shop/restaurant staff and

friends.

Become able to ask about

schedules and talk about

everyday topics,so as to get

by in your daily lify and

build relations with others.

3

4

5

8

9

10

16

Ｌ８

19

20

23

24

Become able to invite friends

somewhere and make dates

with them,including

discussing places to go and

things you want to do.

Ｌ６ 17

18

Become able to tell friends

and people around you about

your country and hometown

in simple terms.

Become able to talk about

events/plans for days off

with friends and people

around you in simple terms.

Ｌ４

12

11

Ｌ５

13

14

15

Become able to simply

communicate situations to

friends.Also,become able to

make requests and

suggestions when doing

something with friends.

Become able to tell friends

and people around you about

your family and friends in

simple terms.

Ｌ７

You can offer assistance or food to others at a party.

You can talk about the number of your family members

and friends,and about where they live.

You can talk about  the attributes of family members and

friends.

You can seek advice on gifts for friends,and talk about gifts

you received.

21

22

You can state your hobbies/interests and ask others about

theirs.

You can ask the location of things you want to buy.

You can ask the price of things you want to buy.

You can order food at a restaurant. You can ask who owns

belongings left behind.

You can ask public facilities about their opening

times,closed days,etc.

You can ask about your school's annual schedule,and talk

about your plans for the year.

You can make requests and give instructions when

preparing for a party.

You can tell others your plans for a day off and can ask

others about theirs.

You can make invitations to friends,and can accept or

decline invitations from others.

You can talk and ask about things pertaining to daily life.

You can tell others about the location of your

country/hometown,the time it takes to travel to

Japan,etc,and ask others about theirs.

You can describe your country/hometown to others,and can

ask others about theirs.

You can tell others about the climate and cuisine of your

country/hometown,and can ask others about theirs.

You can tell others about things you did on a day off,and

can ask them what they did.

You can tell others your impressions of a day off,and can

ask them about theirs.

★ 【英語版】『できる日本語　初級』　「できること」一覧　　　　　　　　　
You can tell others your name,country,and job,and can ask

others abou theirs.

You can say your age. You can give your birthday and ask

others about theirs.

1

2

You can discuss plans with friends,including asking what

they want to do and comparing options.

You can make a date,including deciding the place and time

to meet.

You can ask for directions when lost,and tell others your

present location.
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Ｌ９

Ｌ１０　　

Become able to ask simple

questions regarding a

particular situation when

doing something with a big

group.Also,become to act

based on proper

understanding of

instructions.

28

35

36

31

32

Become able to talk about

your likes and interests

when participating in a club

or international exchange

activity,and to ask others

about theirs.

Become able to discuss your

lifestyle and everyday topics

with friends and people

around you.

Become able to simply tell

friends and people around

you about your physical

condition. Also,become able

to discuss simple matters at

a hospital.

Ｌ１１

Ｌ１２

Ｌ１５

39

40

41

42

45

43

44

Become able to simply

communicate news and

everyday information to

friends and people around

you. Also,become able to do

things with others based on

that information.

Ｌ１３

Become able to learn about

customs,culture,and rules

that need to be known to live

comfortably in a different

culture,and become able to

simply state your opinions.

38

Become able to share helpful

or recommended information

for adding fun and

convenience to daily living.

Ｌ１４

37

You can suggest a certain action accoring to the situation

at hand. Also, you can ask what services are available at a

facility.

34

You can talk about your interests and ask others about

theirs.

You can state what you can or can't do,based on certain

information.

30

33

29

25

26

27

You can talk about what you did on a day off.  Also,you can

explain the procedures regarding something you are

familiar with.

You can call a friend for directions when you can't find a

meeting place.  Also, you can discuss simple matters before

departing .

You can understand rules/guidance given at a public place,

and can ask for permission.

You can plan activities with friends by discussing various

options based on information obtained from magazines,etc.

You can simply discuss the things you see while out on

town.

You can simply explain to someone how to use something.

You can explain rules,etiquette,etc. to a friend in order to

prevent trouble.

You can simply state your opinions about everyday

topics,and can ask others for theirs.

You can communicate information from TV/magazines to

friends to invite them out,and can share impressions

concerning that information.

You can simply describe your symptoms and ask the doctor

for advice at the hospital.

You can obtain information on things you want to know

from the experiences of friends,and call tell friends about

your experiences.

You can talk about your daily life and ask others about

theirs.

You can discuss recommendations about things,places,and

people.

You can ask questions to obtain information on things you

want to know.

You can talk your background in simple terms and ask

others about theirs.

You can talk with friends using casual speech.

You can simply describe your symptoms when you feel ill,

and say that you will leave early or will be absent because

of your condition.

You can give advice to friends who don't feel well.


